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Cultivating Innovation: Maximising Agricultural Technology Potential at the AgriNext Awards & Conference,
Showcasing Distinctive Solutions and Enlightening Sessions.

Dubai (agrar-PR) - Next Business Media and InternetShine Technologies is thrilled to announce its 7th event with the launch of
the inaugural AgriNext Conference, an unprecedented event poised to unfold against the vibrant backdrop of Dubai's dynamic
landscape. Building upon the resounding success of orchestrating six FiNext conferences, Next Business Media, in collaboration
with InternetShine Corp., is now poised to set the stage for the Awards and Conference. At its core, the primary aim is to
establish a cohesive platform that seamlessly integrates Agriculture and Agtech startups, small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs), established technology providers, investors, institutions, and an array of stakeholders, fostering collective connections
and engagements that propel the industry forward.

Embracing a diverse spectrum of topics, the conference intricately explores pivotal themes including agricultural security,
precision farming techniques, sustainable practices, and the latest technological innovations within the agriculture sector. Beyond
being a mere gathering, the vision for the AgriNext Conference transcends conventional boundaries, aspiring to evolve into a
dynamic ecosystem that catalyzes the exchange of insights, fosters strategic alliances, and facilitates the acquisition of
knowledge among entrepreneurs, investors, innovators, practitioners, and enthusiasts alike.

Indeed, the ambition is for this groundbreaking conference to assume a central role in shaping the trajectory of agricultural
technology, spearheading collaborative efforts, and serving as a conduit for the dissemination of cutting-edge information and
transformative ideas. By fostering an environment ripe for collaboration, innovation, and shared learning, the AgriNext
Conference endeavors to chart new horizons, driving forward the evolution of agricultural technology and propelling the industry
toward a sustainable and prosperous future.

Embark on a journey of transformation at the highly anticipated Agrinext Awards & Conference, presented by Next Business
Media from India and InternetShine Corp. from the USA. Set to take place at Crowne Plaza Dubai – Dubai Festival City on
November 13th and 14th, 2024, this event is poised to unite pioneers in Agriculture and Agriculture Technology. Over two days,
participants will experience the prestigious Excellence in Agriculture Awards, insightful conference sessions, and an expo
highlighting cutting-edge solutions. Join us in honoring the visionaries reshaping farming practices, exploring the latest agri-tech
trends, and interacting with industry leaders. Take part in the fusion of agriculture and technology, shaping a sustainable and
innovative future for global farming. The AgriNext Conference opens the door to the forefront of agri-tech advancement.

Anas Jawed, the Advisor of Next Business Media underscores our unwavering commitment to fostering collaboration and driving
technological innovation. By positioning the AgriNext Conference as a central catalyst, we aim to cultivate a worldwide community
dedicated to reshaping the landscape of the agriculture sector. Through our steadfast dedication to forging partnerships and
advancing technological boundaries, we envision the AgriNext Conference as a transformative force, poised to ignite a global
movement towards redefining the future of agriculture.

As we embark on this transformative journey, the event promises to bring together the brightest minds and pioneers in Agriculture
Technology. From the prestigious Agriculture Tech Awards recognizing excellence to insightful conference sessions and an expo
showcasing cutting-edge solutions, the AgriNext Conference celebrates those revolutionizing farming practices. 

Here are some of the confirmed speakers for the Dubai event:

Dr. Reji Kurien Thomas: Chief Executive Officer, TOL Biotech, USA. 

Mr. Hussein Al Hussein: Regional Manager - MENA, Farm To Plate.

Mr. Youssef Mamou: Founder & co-CEO at YolaFresh.

Faissal Sehboui: Managing Director of AgriEdge.

Richard Kohn: Global Marketing Director of iryis.

Abdel Rahman: Chief Executive Officer of Ivvest.
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Aziza Inoubli: Regional Lead EMENA of Briter.

Shirley Shahar: Co-Founder of DANA Venture Builder

Hassan Halawy: General Manager of Elite Agro Projects.

Gaurav Narang: Founder of  CityGreens. 

Megumi Avigail Yoshitomi: President of the Japan Association for Cellular Agriculture.

Mark F DeSantis - CEO of Bloomfield

Embark on an immersive journey that promises a transformative experience! Seize the opportunity to reserve your place at the
AgriNext Conference now, and position yourself as an essential contributor to shaping the future landscape of agriculture.

To secure your spot and gain access to comprehensive details, kindly navigate to our official website https://agrinextcon.com/, or
connect with our dedicated team. This is your chance to be a part of the vanguard in agricultural innovation—don't let it slip away!
Join us in this groundbreaking event and immerse yourself in the forefront of advancements that are reshaping the trajectory of
agriculture.

Quick Links:

Book Tickets: https://agrinextcon.com/register/

Nominate for AgriNext Awards: https://www.agrinextcon.com/nominate/

Apply to speak: https://agrinextcon.com/apply-to-speak/

Social media links 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/agrinextcon/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/agrinextcon/

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/agrinextcon/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/agrinextcon

AgriNext Awards & Conference

7327 Hanover Pkwy STE D Greenbelt MD 20770 USA

E-Mail: sarita@agrinextcon.com Web: https://agrinextcon.com/ >>> Pressefach
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